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Canadian and US Vehicle Sales — October 2021 

CANADA 

Canadian auto sales pulled off a modest improvement in October despite 

inventory challenges. While it may offer very tentative signs of a turn-around, the path 

to recovery will be long. DesRosiers Automotive Consultants Inc. estimated 128 k 

vehicles were sold. This works out to a 1.3% m/m (sa) improvement, but levels are still 

down by -17.7% relative to last October and at a still-weak seasonally adjusted 

annualised sales rate of 1.57 mn units according to the same source. Supply is by far 

the dominating factor behind weak auto sales. Proprietary data pointed to a double-digit 

decline in September inventory relative to August—not surprising given North American 

vehicle production decelerated by over -10% m/m (sa) in September—setting the stage 

for a weak sales month in October. COVID-19 outbreaks in South Asia are expected to 

have continued to slow auto production through October (data still pending) as 

semiconductor chips remain in short supply. Otherwise, fundamental demand-side 

factors remain largely intact, if not robust, once supply impacts are netted out. The 

September jobs print surpassed consensus, fully recouping jobs lost during the 

pandemic, while wage growth is strong. Though preliminary guidance on retail sales 

suggests weakness in September, this is likely mostly a supply story. Consumer 

confidence ticked up by over 3 ppts in October after two months of decline though 

much of the increase was attributed to views on the employment landscape whereas 

inflation is impacting consumer confidence over future finances even if household 

savings remain elevated (in fact, ticked up again to 14.2% in the second quarter under 

third-wave restrictions). The acute supply-demand imbalance continues to drive new 

vehicle price inflation: 7.2% y/y in September CPI though increases stalled on a month-

over-month basis for the first time in half a year. Our sales forecast sits at 1.67 mn units 

and 1.80 mn units in 2021 and 2022, respectively. While shortages will fuel pent-up 

demand, production capacity likely limits the ability to fully unwind this over the course 

of 2022. We consequently expect to see continued growth in 2023 at 1.93 mn units.  

UNITED STATES 

The US etched out a solid 6.3% m/m (sa) increase in vehicle sales in October. 

Annualised sales nevertheless stood at a weak 13.0 mn units from September’s 12.2 

mn saar units. Very modest improvements in inventory are reportedly behind the 

increase, led by production upticks at Ford and GM plants, in particular, according to 

Wards Automotive, though there may also be stronger rebound factors at play as the 

country emerges from the Delta variant wave as well as a much sharper downturn in 

sales this summer. Nevertheless, the inventory-to-sales ratio still sits below one so the 

climb back for auto sales will continue to be constrained by limited inventory. 

Otherwise, demand-side factors have been robust on the back of a highly supportive 

policy environment. Though September job growth fell shy of expectations, jobless 

claims shifted lower over the course of October, while major purchase intentions posted 

a 1 ppt lift (also October) according to The Conference Board. September retail sales 

underscored consumer resilience with a 0.7% m/m gain despite weak auto sales. 

Limited inventory continues to put upward pressure on new vehicle prices in 

September (8.7% y/y; 1.3% m/m, sa). Our outlook for 2021 auto sales at 15.2 mn units 

likely has more downside still if production does not pick up materially in the remaining 

two months of the year with any lost sales pushed out to the years ahead owing to the 

production capacity constraints in a high-demand environment.  
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Trends in Canadian Provincial Vehicle Sales  

• Lagging provincial auto sales data confirm that inventory shortages curbed sales across the country this summer. 

Recall, national auto sales in August were down sharply (by -11.4% m/m, sa) despite national retail sales posting a solid 2.1% 

m/m (sa) improvement. August auto sales data from Statistics Canada show universal declines across provinces despite 

differing economic and pandemic contexts as inventory shortages took hold. The range in slowdowns was wide with smaller 

provinces on the extremes: from a sharp -19% m/m (sa) contraction in Prince Edward Island sales to a smaller -5% m/m (sa) 

decline in Manitoba. Declines continued through September (-4.3% m/m, sa), but a modest uptick in October (1.3% m/m, sa) 

offers weak signs that recovery is underway (national data according to DesRosiers Automotive Consultants Inc.), but it will be 

another couple of months before we see the distributional impacts across provinces from Statistics Canada.  

• The larger markets may very well have benefited from a slight advantage in access to inventory with Ontario, Quebec 

and British Columbia all posting slightly more modest declines in August sales relative to the national average. 

These three provinces saw retrenchments in sales of -9% m/m, -6% m/m, and -6.5% m/m, respectively. Differences only 

emerge when looking at year-to-date sales—and better yet—year-to-date relative to pre-pandemic sales over the same period 

in 2019. Ontario auto sales are still down -21% ytd relative to 2019 as the toll of the pandemic has been much larger on the 

province, while more recent auto production slowdowns are also more pronounced. Quebec and British Columbia auto sales, 

on the other hand, are down -9.5% ytd and -6.5% ytd relative to the same period in 2019. (Nationally, auto sales were down 

by -15% ytd relative to 2019.) 

• Alberta’s auto sales in August pulled down the national average with a -12% m/m (sa) slide. Pandemic-related factors 

likely also affected purchase activity as COVID-19 cases spiked that month. It was the only province to see largely flat August 

retail sales. Income effects from strengthening oil prices should support a stronger recovery in auto sales as Alberta remerges 

from the latest pandemic wave, but its sales are still down by -12% ytd relative to 2019. Furthermore, its sales in 2019 were 

already weaker than the national average owing to consecutive oil shocks that preceded the pandemic.  

• Atlantic Canada’s auto sales deteriorated sharply in August with double-digit monthly declines for all four provinces. 

Otherwise, the region as a whole has been experiencing a stronger year-to-date in auto sales against more limited impacts 

from COVID-19. Prince Edward Island is in fact the only province where sales sit above pre-pandemic levels, while regional 

sales on a year-to-date basis are down by -8.5% relative to 2019 ytd.  

• Just-released second quarter electric vehicles sales increased in Canada to a 4.9% share of total new vehicle 

purchases (from 4.6% in the first quarter of 2021). Volumes are still small which magnify the increases: EV sales surged by 

almost 40% q/q in the second quarter. British Columbia and Quebec still drive increases in the EV market with the share of 

total sales closer to 10% in both markets, owing to more generous purchase incentives (underpinned by solid economic 

fundamentals). Expect another surge if and when Ontario reintroduces demand support now that it is vested in the market. 

Provincial Light Vehicle Sales Outlook (thousands of units ann.)

2021f 2022f ZEV* (Q2-21)

% of new LV sales

Canada 1,817     1,920 1,543 1,666 1,795 4.9                      

Atlantic 134        131    109    122    128    -13.04 -15.75 21.90 125 --

Central 1,179     1,304 1,028 1,054 1,130 -7.70 -14.04 15.56 1,108 5.4                      

  Quebec 441        455    376    406    438    -5.60 -14.94 20.25 420 9.0                      

  Ontario 738        848    652    648    693    -8.87 -13.50 12.82 688 2.8                      

West 548        545    451    490    536    -9.15 -10.65 21.24 512 --

  Manitoba 56          58      47      50      54      -5.23 -11.59 16.25 52 1.2                      

  Saskatchewan 54          49      42      45      48      -11.77 -24.46 12.80 45 0.8                      

  Alberta 239        223    184    194    215    -12.21 -14.35 16.37 204 --

  British Columbia** 199        216    178    201    219    -6.58 -2.88 29.91 210 9.8                      

 Aug-21, SA 

% m/m 

 Aug-21, 

NSA % y/y 

*ZEV includes battery electric and plug in hybrid electric vehicles (estimates for NL, NS, and AB unavailable due to limitations in data sharing with Statistics Canada, 

but are included in the Canadian aggregate). **British Columbia includes the territories.                                                                                    

Sources: Scotiabank Economics, Wards Automotive Group, Statistics Canada.
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